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fur WaledyVale HunHawker or

tianya.im frVudy Vale
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and HVallier I therefore from
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In particular HDvullier t and Eva are

bold in W Pcr

Therefore from Rellich Kondrachov Theorem this is

why we regurie C boundary since

W R cc 404 for all lepes Remark after
theorem of R K 1hm and Eva boldin W'Kr
there exists a subseq Eva.BE c Vu3E and
a fat veter such that

Vu V in LMU
Therefore

Du 0 and Hullae 4
However
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Therefore veW'Mr w Dv 0 a e and since

it is connected this implies V is constant Recall

Cube 0 which along w v constant implies V O
which contradicts 1141pm l
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Notation
a xftp.anr Udy

Theorem 2 Poincare's inequality for a ball
Assume tepee Then there exists a constant C

depending only on n h p such that
HU luh.ir hPcBc rpECrHDuHLPcBcxrD

for each ball Blair cR and each fat new KB irD
Proof
The case E BioD follows from thin 1
In general if newMB4 rD define

y ulxtry
so that yeB oil Then vew KB iD and
from then 1 we have

Hu Ho Herman e CHDVHLKBco.nl

then changing variables back to Bar
and noting Duly rDuktry we get
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ii Suppose

HDhull f C
for all Oelhlefdista 2r and some constant

C For its n de CID and small enough
h so xtheieV 4 x heieV we have

uwyLdkthenil.to dxethffulx1cfCxtheildx SvuHdHdh
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SuucxHcxidx

fµ y dHdx
thatis

Sub p dx Sulnihuloldx

this is integration by parts for difference quotients
Note that
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Therefore from weak compactness Theorem 3 D4
and the fact that LW is reflexive if le pen
there exists a fat vie L and a subseg

hu 0 such that
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